
Instructions for Operating 

LIONEL REMOTE CONTROL 

No. 022 SWITCHES 

WITH AUTOMATIC NON-DERAILING FEATURE 

_,•· Railroad track switches, also known to railroaders as 'turnouts', are used to, 
- '!onnect two lines of track 110 that the train can switch over from the main line 10::

a siding, a spur line or to a different line entirely.

Figure l 

Figure 2 

Figure 3 

Lionel No. 022 switches are made to 
match '0' gauge track. They have the 
same length and radius as ordinary 
straight and �urved 'O' gauge track sec• 
tions and are installed in the track lay
out in the same way, with �ach switch 
replacing one straight and one curved 
tr�ck se�tion. 

Switches are generally sold in p11irs, 
consisting of a right-hand and a left-hand 
switch. An easy way to tell the differ• 
ence is this: 1£ a train procee9ing along 
the main line has to turn out to the left, 
it uses a left-hand switch; one turning 
out to the _right uses a right-hand .switch. 

Track switches can be us6<1 in a 
'great variety of way• some of which are 

illustrated in the simple layouts on the 
left. Except when used to enter a dead
end siding, as in Fiee 3, a pair of 
switches is generally require To the 
layout so that a train has a way of 
getting back on the main track without 
backing out of the siding. The pairs of 
switches can be installed in a layout 
together, awhr Figure 1, or separately, 
as in Figure 2. 

These layouts, of course, merely 
illustrate how switches may be used. 
Innumerable other layout.e can he cle
veloped through tl1e use of crossings 
and additional track and switches. See 
your instruction booklet for additional 
layout ideas. 
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Figure 4-How to Connect Fixed Voltage Plug to Type 'RW' Tran■former 

INSTALLING SWITCHES IN LAYOUT 

Switches are installed in the layout in the same manner as a piece of o.rdi
nary track; Carefully line up the switch- pins to the adjoining track sections 
and press the track firmly to the switch. You may find in some layouts that 
the switch pins interfere with those in the track. In thie case remove the pins 
from the regular track; don't disturb any of the pins in the switch. Don't take
a chance of distorting the rails on the s · �periment with the inexpensive 
ordinary track instead. 

When the switch is installed in the layout, its power connections are made 
automatically so that it gets the regular track voltage. In most smaller layouts 
this arrangement is quite satisfactory. However, in larger layouts, it is frequently 
desirable to supply the switch mechanism with fixed voltage directly from the
transformer. . With fixed voltage supply the ewitch is independent of the vari
able track voltage and operates with a snap even though track voltage is reduced 
to slow down the train or is turned off entirely. 

FIXED VOLTAGE PLUGS 

To make fixed voltage connections No. 0 2 · prorided with a Fixed 
Voltage Plug which fits into a soc et ocated on the side of the switch box. 
Connr.ct t.hP. wire leading from the Fixed Voltage Plug to the proper transformer 

Figure 5-Fixed Voltage Plug 

binding post. See chart on next page. 
Then centering the plug carefully push 
it firmly into the socket until the edge 
of the plug is flush with the switch cover. 
The plug should fit over the slotted pin 
which can be seen inside the switch. 

The Fixed Voltage feature is op
tional, but when it is not used the plug 
should be removed from the socket be
cause its insertion automatically discon
nects the switch mechanism from its 
normal track po,ver supply. 
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Figure 6-How to Connect Fixed Voltage Plug When 167 Whistle Controller is Used 

ADJUSTING THE SWITCH 

No. 022 Switch is operated by means of its controller which is connected to 
the three binding posts by a 3-wire cable. After the switch is iqstalled in the 
track layout, connect the center controller wire to the center post of the switch. 
Then connect the outside wires to the outside posts, and turn on tlie _power. The 
lamp in the.switch and one of the two lamps in the controller will light. Now, as 
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TRANSFO�ER CONNECTIONS 
LOW TRACK VOLTA.GE HIGH TRACK VOLTAGE 

WIRE WIRE WIRE WIRE WIRE WIRE 
No.I No.2 No.3 No.I No.2 No.3 
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the_controller lever is moved for
ward or backward one of the in
dicator lamps in the controller 
will go out and the other will 
light instead. At the same time, 
the swivel rail of the switch will 
snap from one position to the 
other causing the lamp hood on 
the switch housing to rotate. 

When the switch is in posi
tion for the train to proceed 
along the main line, green lamp 
should be on in the controller 
and the green hghrin-tlre-l-amp 
hood should shine along the 
straight track. If red controller 
lamp is on, interchange the two 
outside wires connecting the con• 
troll� t0- the switch. If the red 
side otlhe lamp hood is pointed 
alongr--the straight track, lift up 
the lamp hood and snap it hack 
into the ring correctly. 

Note tl1at no action takes 
lnese 1ranstormera _han no fixed Voltaqe Poata place if the controller lever is 

Wire No. I-Connection from transformer to Fixed Voltage Plug on 022 Switch. 
Wire No. 2-Connection from transformer to ground (outside) rail through No. 2 terminal on track Lockon, 
Wire No. 3-Connection from lransformer lo power (center) rail through No. l terminal on track Lockon. 
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